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Available online 21 March 2013 Prediction of protein sub-cellular localisation by employing quantitative mass spectrometry
experiments is an expanding field. Several methods have led to the assignment of proteins to
specific subcellular localisations by partial separation of organelles across a fractionation
scheme coupled with computational analysis.
Methods developed to analyse organelle data have largely employed supervised machine
learning algorithms to map unannotated abundance profiles to known protein–organelle
associations. Suchapproaches are likely tomakeassociationerrors if organelle-relatedgroupings
present in experimental output are not included in data used to create a protein–organelle
classifier. Currently, there is no automated way to detect organelle-specific clusters within such
datasets.
In order to address the above issues we adapted a phenotype discovery algorithm,
originally created to filter image-based output for RNAi screens, to identify putative
subcellular groupings in organelle proteomics experiments. We were able to mine datasets
to a deeper level and extract interesting phenotype clusters for more comprehensive
evaluation in an unbiased fashion upon application of this approach. Organelle-related
protein clusters were identified beyond those sufficiently annotated for use as training data.
Furthermore, we propose avenues for the incorporation of observations made into general
practice for the classification of protein–organelle membership from quantitative MS
experiments.
Biological significance
Protein sub-cellular localisation plays an important role in molecular interactions, sig-
nalling and transport mechanisms. The prediction of protein localisation by quantitative
mass-spectrometry (MS) proteomics is a growing field and an important endeavour in improving
protein annotation. Several such approaches use gradient-based separation of cellular organelle
content to measure relative protein abundance across distinct gradient fractions. The
distribution profiles are commonly mapped in silico to known protein–organelle associations
via supervised machine learning algorithms, to create classifiers that associate unannotated
proteins to specific organelles. These strategies are prone to error, however, if organelle-related
groupings present in experimental output are not represented, for example owing to the lack of
existing annotation, when creating the protein–organelle mapping. Here, the application of a
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phenotypes for further evaluation in an unbiased fashion. Software implementation and usage
guidelines are provided for application to wider protein–organelle association experiments. In
thewider context, semi-supervised organelle discovery is discussed as a paradigmwithwhich to
generate new protein annotations fromMS-based organelle proteomics experiments.
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: New Horizons and Applications for Proteomics
[EuPA 2012].
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Organelle proteomics, the systematic study of proteins and their
assignments to organelles, is a field of rapidly growing impor-
tance [1]. The determination of a protein's location is desirable to
biologists for two reasons. First, it can assist elucidation of a
protein's role within the cell, as proteins are spatially organised
according to their function and specificity of their molecular
interactions [2]. Second, it refines knowledge of cellular pro-
cesses by pinpointing certain molecular functions to specific
organelles [3]. Reliable high-throughput prediction of protein
sub-cellular localisation is crucial to both underpin cell biological
studies and to inform themedical and associated drug discovery
communities. Many wet lab and in silico methods have been
developed and applied in an attempt to characterise the protein
complement of organelles. Experimentalmass spectrometry (MS)
based approaches to protein–organelle association are a recent
development, but the computational determination of protein
localisation is an established bioinformatics challenge, andmany
methods have been developed to predict protein localisation
from amino acid sequence [4–7].
Traditional low-throughput experimental methods in-
volve tagging individual proteins followed by imaging. For
example, through the use of fusion proteins such as green
fluorescent protein-tagged constructs can be used to determine
protein sub-cellular localisation by confocalmicroscopy [8]. Other
approaches involve using immunohistochemistry, involving the
use of high ‘fluorophore coupled’ (or conjugated) antibodies to
reveal the sub-cellular location(s) of target proteins [9]. Several
MS-based organelle proteomic approaches have been devel-
oped for the identification of organelle residents which require
sophisticated experimental designs and data analyses in order
to obtain accurate datasets [1]. Some methods employ the use
of purified organelle fractions, but the total purification of
organelles in sufficient quantities for characterisation is in
practice exceedingly challenging. For example, components of
the secretory pathway are difficult to purify due to the similar
physical properties of their membranes. Other organelles, for
example the nucleus,mitochondria, and chloroplast can bemore
easily enriched due to their unique physical properties, but their
enrichment may still result in lower levels of contamination by
other sub-cellular species unless the enrichment schema is
carefully designed and evaluated, and appropriate controls are
performed to distinguish true organelle residents from residual
contaminants. A further complexity is that many proteins are
present in more than one sub-cellular location and so the use of
purified organelle fractions does not necessarily reveal what is
happening at the cellular level. Furthermore, many proteins
traffic from one destination to the other and therefore can reside
during transit in organelles where they do have a function.
Several high-throughput quantitative strategies have been
developed to overcome the requirement to purify organelles of
interest, and instead discriminate between genuine organelle
residents and contaminants by determining the unique distri-
bution patterns of known organellemembers amongst partially
enriched fractions generated by various separation tech-
nologies. Some methods examine the enrichment of certain
organelle proteins within a small number of highly refined
fractions [10–12] whereas others involve more elaborate experi-
mental designs to determine global distribution patterns of
proteins in many sub-cellular organelles [13–15]. Localisation of
Organelle Proteins by Isotope Tagging (LOPIT) [13,16], employs
isobaric tagging coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/
MS) [17,18] to capture the distribution of organelle proteins
within fractions taken from density gradients. Protein correla-
tion profiling (PCP) is a similar approach which uses label-free
quantitation [14,15], and wasmore recently coupled with SILAC
quantitation (PCP–SILAC) [19,20]. Both experiments output a
vector (protein profile) of relative abundance measurements
that approximates proteindistribution along the gradient. Since
proteins that belong to the same organelle will co-fractionate
within the density gradient [21], given sufficient resolution the
distribution pattern of proteinswith unknown localisations can
be mapped to those of known organelle marker residents.
To date, protein profiles from gradient based data have
largely been assigned to organelles using straight-forward
statistical analyses methods such as PLS-DA (e.g. [13,16]) and
the χ2 measure (e.g. [14,22]). Supervised machine learning
methods, such as support vector machines (SVMs) [23,24],
have also been applied to associate protein profiles to organelles
with high estimated generalisation accuracy [25], and a recent
study by Zhang et al. applied a fuzzy k-Nearest Neighbour
algorithm to PCP data to provide a sub-module of their prediction
system [26]. In these supervised approaches, a subset of training
data, annotated according to known organelle association from
public databases, is used to map gradient profiles to sub-cellular
locations. The aim is to obtain a mapping that subsequently
associates further profiles to the organelles described, thereby
annotating them, with high accuracy. Such approaches are
highly likely to make association errors, however, if organelle-
related groupings present in experimental output are not
included in data used to create the protein–organelle classifier.
The extraction of all organelle-related groupings is a difficult
task owing to (i) a limited number of proteins with known
organelle membership; and (ii) the time-consuming nature of
obtaining reliable protein annotations from databases. Further-
more, the fact that proteins may be present simultaneously in
several organelles makes the learning task more complex.
Several approaches towards tackling simultaneous multi-
organelle classification have been reported (e.g. [27–32]),
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which include the construction of probabilistic classifiers
[33–36], capable of expressing the likelihood of observing a
protein in more than one organelle. When used on a discrete-
labelled training data, such approaches are balanced between
reflecting a potential biological truth, i.e. distribution of a protein
across multiple organelles, and simply reflecting classifier
uncertainty when trained with insufficient information,
i.e. training data labelled according to known protein concen-
trations acrossmultiple organelles.Moreover, the consideration
of describing organelle occupancy via classification probabili-
ties is again severely hindered unless all potential organelle
groupings resolved along a separation gradient are reflected, at
least in part, by the training data.
Here, we present an adaptation of a published phenotype
discovery algorithm [37], originally intended to filter image-based
output for RNAi screens, which is applied to identify putative
organelle groupings in gradient-basedMSdatasets. The empirical
LOPIT data-sets employed were produced fromArabidopsis callus
[13], Drosophila embryos [38], and a HEK293T human cell line
(Christoforou et al. unpublished). The algorithm is assessed as
to its ability to re-discover well-annotated phenotype clusters
when systematically deleted from the data, and is subsequently
applied to identify new phenotypic organelle clusters, which
are evaluated by manually querying online databases and the
literature for biological interpretation. The results obtained
demonstrate a need for new approaches to tackle protein–
organelle prediction in gradient-based MS data to permit the
assignment of proteins to organelles outside of the classes
present during classifier creation. The suitability of an alterna-




Three datasets, from studies on non-photosynthetic Arabidopsis
thaliana callus [13], Drosophila embryos [38] and Human embry-
onic kidney fibroblast (HEK293T) cells (unpublished) were collect-
ed using the standard LOPIT approach as described by Sadowski
et al. [16]. In the LOPIT protocol fractions from a self-generating
iodixanol density gradient are collected and a set of enriched
fractions are then digested and labelled separately with iTRAQ
reagents, pooled and the relative abundance of the peptides in
the different fractions ismeasured by tandemMS. Thenumber of
measurements obtained per gradient occupancy profile (which
comprises of a set of isotope abundance measurements) is thus
dependent on the iTRAQ reagents and LOPIT methodology used.
The Arabidopsis dataset was collected using the duplex
method which employs dual use of four isotopes across eight
fractions and thus yielding 8 values per protein profiles. The
aimof this experimentwas to resolve Golgimembrane proteins
from other organelles. Gradient-based separation was used to
facilitate this including separating as much nuclear material as
possible during a pre-centrifugation step and carbonate wash-
ing of membrane fractions to remove peripherally associated
proteins to maximise the likelihood of assaying less abundant
integral membrane proteins from organelles involved in the
secretory pathway.
The aim of the Drosophila experiment was to apply LOPIT
to an organismwith heterogeneous cell types. Tan et al. were
particularly interested in capturing plasma membrane (per-
sonal communication). There was a pre-centrifugation step to
deplete nuclei, but no carbonate washing, thus peripheral and
luminal proteins were not removed. In this experiment four
isotopes across four distinct fractions were implemented and
thus yield four measurements (features) per protein profile.
The Human dataset was a proof-of-concept for the use of
LOPIT with adherent mammalian cell culture, and employed the
use of 8-plex iTRAQ reagents, thus returning eight values per
protein profile within a single labelling experiment. As in the
LOPIT experiments in Arabidopsis and Drosophila the aim was to
resolve the multiple subcellular niches of post-nuclear mem-
branes, and also the soluble cytosolic protein pool. Nuclei were
discarded at an early stage in fractionation scheme as previously
described, and membranes were not carbonate washed in order
to retain peripheralmembrane and luminal proteins for analysis.
In all experiments the existing labelled protein profiles and
newly identified phenotype clusters were annotated to known
organelles and protein complexes, as evidenced from localisation
annotation within the literature [13,38] and reviewed annotation
from the UniProt Knowledgebase (http://www.uniprot.org/help/
uniprotkb) [39], FlyBase (http://flybase.org/) [40], TAIR (http://
www.arabidopsis.org/) [41,42] and PANTHER (http://www.
pantherdb.org/) [43] databases. The organelle classes as origi-
nally publishedwere used as training classes and the distribution
of these markers are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 –Markers of protein sub-cellular localisations from LOPIT studies on Arabidopsis callus [13], Drosophila embryos [38]
and Human embryonic kidney fibroblast (HEK293T) cells (unpublished).
Arabidopsis callus
Organelle Endoplasmic reticulum Golgi apparatus Mitochondria/plastids Plasma membrane Vacuole Unknown Total
Proteins 49 27 26 28 12 547 689
Drosophila embryos a
Organelle ER/golgi apparatus Mitochondria Plasma membrane Unknown Total
Proteins 235 74 180 399 888
HEK293T (unpublished)
Organelle Endoplasmic reticulum Golgi apparatus Mitochondria Plasma membrane Unknown Total
Proteins 82 28 151 61 1049 1371
a Markers as annotated from the results from Tan et al.
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2.2. Phenotype discovery
2.2.1. Notation and feature extraction
MSnbase [44] is an open source Bioconductor [45] package for the
R statistical programming environment (http://www.r-project.
org) that provides a framework for the analysis of quantitative
proteomics experiments. Using MSnbase, all datasets were
imported into R and converted to “MSnSet” instances. The
MSnSet class is a computational representation of the data
that allows storage and easy manipulation of quantitative
expression data and relevant metadata for MS proteomics
experiments. In addition, it guarantees validity of the data
throughout the various processing andmanipulation steps of
the analysis pipeline.
Individual datasets consist ofmultivariate protein profiles
which are annotated to either (i) a single known organelle
(labelled data), or (ii) have unknown localisation (unlabelled
data) i.e. D = (DL,DU). Labelled examples are represented by
DL ¼ xl; ylð Þl¼1;…; Dlj j where each l
th protein is described by a
vector of p features such that xl∈Rp and is annotated to one
of yl ∈ m = {1,…,K0} organelle classes (phenotypes). The
dataset in the mth organelle class with Nm indicating the
number of proteins for the mth organelle class is given by
gm ¼ xi;mð Þi¼1;…;Nm and the labelled dataset of all available
proteins over the m different organelle classes is represent-
ed by DL ¼ ∪
K0
m¼1
gm : ∀m;n∈ 1;2;…;K0f g; gm∩gn ¼∅. Unlabelled
examples are represented by DU ¼ xuð Þu¼1;…; DUj j : xu∈Rp.
To facilitate modelling, principal component analysis
(PCA) was applied to each dataset before algorithm applica-
tion. The two principal components that described the
greatest variance within the data were chosen as features,
thus reducing the dataset cardinality to p = 2. Given a
multivariate dataset, PCA transforms the original high di-
mensional data into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables
(principal components) such that the first principal compo-
nent has the largest possible variance to account for as much
variability in the data as possible and each succeeding compo-
nent in turn has the highest variance possible under the
constraint that it be orthogonal to the preceding components.
2.2.2. The phenotype discovery algorithm
A previously published phenotype discovery algorithm [37],
originally developed by Yin et al. to filter image-based output
for RNAi screens, was specifically adapted to identify putative
organelle groupings. The resulting phenoDisco algorithm is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The following modelling protocol is
performed independently over N = 100 iterations (determined
empirically to yield stable solutions with practical CPU runtime)
at the end of which new phenotypes may be identified. Upon
identificationof anewphenotype thephenotype class is added to
the training data and the algorithm is restarted. The modelling
protocol is once again repeated over N = 100 iterations. This
protocol is repeated until no new phenotypes are identified.
The algorithm starts by selecting randomly without replace-
ment a known phenotype dataset, gm and combining it with all
unlabelled dataDU, to obtain a combined subset F = gm ∪ DU. The
dataset F is then modelled using a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) (see Supplementary methods) using the Expectation
Maximisation (EM) algorithm (as described in [46]) to identify
proteins whose localisation profiles inhabit the same mixture
components as those known to belong to the current class, m
(stage 1, Fig. 1). These proteins are considered candidates for
mergingwith the current phenotype class. The cluster number in
the GMM is estimated using the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC).
In Yin's original method, candidates identified are subse-
quently validated using a statistical test with Bonferroni correc-
tion to determinewhether theywill becomenewmembers of the
current class. However, in the phenoDisco algorithm candidates
from DU are considered against the existing phenotype class via
a non-parametric outlier detection test against a multivariate
mixture [47] (described in Supplementary methods) (stage 2,
Fig. 1). Candidates deemed sufficiently similar (rejection at 5%)
are removed from DU and merged with the current class in this
iteration and those rejected remain unlabelled and are returned
to DU (stage 3, Fig. 1). The procedure is repeated for all organelle
classes, m = {1,…,K0}, at the end of which concludes one full
iteration.
In order to identify new phenotypes within the unlabelled
data DU, examples in DU that are consistently accepted into a
single classm over the 100 iterations are labelled as belonging to
that class. Of the remaining unlabelled examples, those
clustered together throughout each of the individual itera-
tions but not incorporated into any known organelle pheno-
types, are considered members of ‘new’ phenotypes (stage 4,
Fig. 1). New phenotypes are added as new dataset classes to
the pool of labelled data (augmenting the training data by
incorporation of phenotypic examples). Upon the occurrence
and definition of new phenotype classes the algorithm is
restarted and repeated until no new phenotypes are defined.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Novelty detection validation based on re-discovery of
existing phenotypes
Validation of the phenotype discovery algorithm was performed
by removing known organellar phenotypes from a dataset and
assessing its ability to ‘re-discover’ them. Given a dataset
containingm known organelle clusters,m experiments were
conducted in which one of the m clusters was deleted system-
atically from the training data prior to phenotype discovery. The
algorithm displayed mean sensitivities of 0.926, 0.941 and 0.671
for the Arabidopsis, Drosophila and Human and datasets respec-
tively, in correctly identifying examples from each missing
phenotype as ‘novel’ (true positive), where
Sensitivity ¼ number of True Positives
number of True Positivesþ number of False Negatives :
The lower sensitivity value for the Human dataset results
from the lack of separation between the Golgi apparatus and
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) compartments during density
centrifugation. The algorithm struggles to re-find the Golgi in
this example which lowers the mean sensitivity score. The
specificity could not be computed in this set of experiments as
the true number of false positives cannot be calculated. Any
proteins identified asmarkers but whichwere not labelled prior
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Fig. 1 – Simple workflow of the phenotype discovery algorithm.
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to organelle discovery, i.e. were previously unknown, cannot be
labelled as false positives as it is possible that they are in fact
newmembers of the class under investigation.
This assessment also reveals an ability to identify organelle
sub-compartments during their re-discovery. At the time of
original publication of the Arabidopsis callus dataset [13], it was
not possible to distinguish between the mitochondria and
plastids. Accordingly, they appear as one class in the labelled
training data (Fig. 2A). When this class is removed from the
dataset, the discovery algorithm identifies a plastid cluster
which is distinct from themitochondria (Fig. 2B). The profiles of
these plastid and mitochondria clusters exhibit distinct gradi-
ent distributions from one another (Supporting Fig. 1).
Similarly, upon removing the ER cluster, the discovery
algorithm identified two separate ER phenotypes (Fig. 2A). One
cluster consists of purely ER residents, whilst the second smaller
cluster consists of largely of soluble proteins of which 9 of the 11
proteins in this cluster are PDI or PDI-like that are known to be
localised to the ER lumen and contain the highly conserved
tetrapeptide H/KDEL C-terminal retention sequence which
constitutes the ER retention signal [48,49]. The tetrapeptide is
recognised by the ERD2 receptor on the Golgi complex, resulting
in the retrieval of H/KDEL proteins from this compartment back
to the ER. Again, the normalised gradient distribution profiles of
these two clusters are distinct from one another and represent
the steady state distribution of this class of proteins which
shuttle between ER and Golgi (Supporting Fig. 2). The other 2
proteins in this cluster have unknown annotation.
Finally, in Fig. 2A, phenotype 8 is identified by the phenoDisco
algorithm as a specific group, distinct from the composite
mitochondria/plastids marker set. If this ‘artificial’ joint mito-
chondria/plastid group is removed and the dataset resubmitted
to phenotype discovery analysis, distinct groups corresponding
to mitochondria and plastids are determined (Fig. 2B), and
previously observed phenotype 8 is merged with the chloro-
plastic group. Similarly, we make the same observation with
phenotype 5 in Fig. 2B when the ER cluster is removed (Fig. 2A).
These cases illustrate differences in cluster definition under
supervised (when the marker group involved is present and
used to define an existing phenotype) and unsupervised (when
it is not present and subsequently reconstituted) conditions
respectively. Poorly defined organellar phenotypes, such as the
combined mitochondria/plastid group, challenge the biological
relevance of association in these circumstances and serve to
highlight the importance of good initial marker annotation,
whether applying the phenoDisco algorithm or any machine
learning approach.
Further to the observations above, the deletion and subse-
quent rediscovery of known organelle markers also provide a
means by which to test the suitability of applying the discovery
approach in wider circumstances, especially to scenarios where-
in class membership of starting organelles is either low in
Fig. 2 – Principal component analysis (PCA) plots of LOPIT profiles of the Arabidopsis thaliana dataset [13] showing the clustering
of proteins according to their density gradient distributions. (A) The ER was removed in this experiment and re-found as two
separate clusters (phenotypes 1 and 2). (B) The combined mitochondrial and plastid cluster was removed in this experiment
and re-found as two separate clusters (phenotypes 2 and 3).
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number and/or strongly imbalanced. It is difficult to define a
‘minimum use’ scenario, or determine the tolerance of large
imbalance in initial cluster membership, in a principled manner
a priori because such properties tend to be data dependent.
Rather than attempting to derive hard rules for appropriate use,
however, the recovery of known organelle phenotypes provides
an arguably more convincing and practical demonstration of
applicability prior to discovery of new organelle phenotypes, and
the practice is recommended in any future application to awider
range of datasets.
3.2. Identification of putative organelle clusters and protein
complexes
Having observed that the discovery algorithmnot only correctly
identifies known organelle groupings removed from the data,
but is also able to reconstitute them at greater resolution, the
algorithmwas applied to identify organelle phenotypes in three
different LOPIT datasets [13,38]. All phenotype clusters discov-
ered were examined and labelled manually by consulting the
UniProt knowledgebase which collates a broad selection of
curated and electronic annotation relating to protein function
[50,51]. Manual querying of the database allowed thorough
examination of protein type and protein function of annotated
localisation (if given) to examine new phenotypes for biological
relevance. Highlights of this application are described below,
with full lists of phenotypes inferred from the unlabelleddata of
each dataset included in Supplementary information.
3.2.1. The trans-Golgi network
In the Arabidopsis callus dataset [13], 8 additional phenotype
clusters were identified in the unlabelled portion of the data
(Fig. 3A). Amongst these clusters was the putative trans-Golgi
network (TGN) organelle (Fig. 3A; phenotype 2), which in plants
functions as a hub for secretory and endocytic trafficking routes
and acts to direct proteins to different subcellular locations [52].
The profiles for proteins belonging to this phenotype cluster
exhibit a distinct density gradient distribution from proteins
residing in the Golgi apparatus (Supporting Fig. 3).
Thecanonical viewof theTGN is that it sits at the convergence
of many trafficking routes, and the discrimination of cargo
proteins in transit from functional residents of this organelle is
challenging using traditional approaches. As such, there is a lack
of robust proteinmarkers described in experimental literature for
the purpose of protein–organelle annotation. The TGN cluster
identified here by phenoDisco contains the proteins ECHIDNA
(At1g09330) and Syntaxin-43 (At3g05710), both widely-known
TGN localised proteins [53,54]. Interestingly, upon validation of
the remaining proteins it is found that 8 have been associated
with the TGN (e.g. At4g12650, At4g30260, At5g64030) in recent
Syp61 vesicle immunoisolation experiments by Drakakaki et al.
[55] and the remaining have been associated as TGN or GA
localised in experiments by Nikolovski et al. but their location
to one or the other location not distinguished to date [56] (see
Supporting information). Members of the vacuolar-sorting recep-
tor families are present amongst these proteins and it has
recently been proposed that the TGN is the location of retromer-
mediated recycling ofVSRs [57]. It is alsoworthyof note that,with
the exception of ECHIDNA and Syntaxin-43, these proteins are
not widely known as markers or at all well-annotated in the
literature, which highlights the application of phenoDisco in
discovering potential newmarkers for further evaluation.
3.2.2. Other organelles and sub-compartments
A well-defined lysosomal protein cluster was also identified in
the Human dataset (Fig. 3C; phenotype 3) wherein 10 of the 17 of
proteins in this cluster are well-knownmarkers of this subcellu-
lar niche.Many of the proteins classified to this phenotypic group
are integral to the function of this organelle, including several
proteolytic hydrolases such as the acid proteaseCathepsinD [58],
and the cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor,
which has a well-established role in the trafficking of nascent
hydrolases to the lysosomal compartment [59]. Of the remaining
7 proteins in this phenotype it was found that 5 proteins had
unknown annotation and 2 proteins had an ambiguous
undetermined localisation.
Other organelles, such as peroxisomes and lysosomes,
were discovered in both the Drosophila and Human datasets.
Well-known peroxisomal marker catalase [60], along with
acyl-coenzyme A oxidase and peroxisomal multifunctional
enzymes type 2 (Mfe2) was detected in the Drosophila dataset.
In the Human dataset a small cluster of 5 proteins was
detected (phenotype 7) which also contains proteins with
peroxisomal annotation, including 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase
[60] and alkylglycerone-phosphate synthase [61].
3.2.3. Protein complexes
Although the LOPIT experiments described here were designed
to separate organelles of interest and classify their respective
protein residents, the phenoDisco algorithm also identifies
several phenotypes relating to non-organellar macromolecular
protein complexes, such as ribosomes and proteasomes, within
all three datasets. This suggests that these complexes are
sufficiently dense to exhibit distinct density gradient distribu-
tions that enable their detection and resolution from other
subcellular niches. Small clusters containing members of the
small (40S) and large (60S) ribosomal subunits are found in both
the Arabidopsis and Drosophila datasets (Fig. 3A; phenotypes 4
and 6, Fig. 3B; phenotypes 1 and 3). In the case of the Drosophila
dataset, 25 proteins in phenotype 1 are known members of the
large ribosomal subunit, and 14 proteins in phenotype 3 are
recognised small ribosomal proteins. Interestingly, the heavily
enriched large ribosomal cluster in the Drosophila dataset
(phenotype 1) also contains 8 proteins that are thought to be
lysosomal residents. This could be due to a lack of separation of
these two subcellular niches by the fractionation scheme used
in this experiment, with the four density gradient fractions
selected for analysis insufficient to resolve these compart-
ments. Although the identified phenotype is comprised of
two different compartments due to limitations of the separa-
tion technique employed, the algorithm successfully highlights
organelles that may have been otherwise overlooked or
misclassified as a result of insufficient annotation. Feedback
from this type of analysis thus facilitates optimisation of
subsequent organelle separation experiments. The full list of
proteins, including protein names and known localisations
can be found in the Supporting information.
Consistent with Tan et al. a sub-cluster of proteasome
localised proteins were found in phenotype 2 of the Drosophila
data. Proteasomes aremulti-subunit protein complexes located
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Fig. 3 – Principal component analysis (PCA) plots of LOPIT profiles showing the clustering of proteins according to their density
gradient distributions in (A) an Arabidopsis thaliana dataset [13], (B) a Drosophila melanogaster dataset [28], and (C) of a Human
HEK 293 dataset. Putative organelles and protein complexes assigned from the phenotype discovery algorithm are highlighted.
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in the nucleus and cytosol which are the effectors for one of the
primary routes of proteindegradationwithin the cell. It is found
that themajority of proteins identified in phenotype 2 belong
to the 26S proteasome subunit. The phenoDisco algorithm also
identifies a number of cytosolic complexes in the Drosophila
dataset including a cluster of cytoskeletal associated proteins
(Fig. 3B; phenotype 7) of which the majority specifically
microtubule associated.
3.2.4. Identification of experimental artefacts
The identification of nucleus and associated sub-compartments
of the nucleus in the Drosophila and Human datasets highlights
the potential utility of identifying compartments that the
experiment was not designed to enrich for. In both experi-
ments, the nuclei were discarded by centrifugation at an early
stage of the experimental schema, though residual quantities of
this organelle persisted due to the difficulties associated with
achieving total purification or extraction of an organelle, and
the high abundance of some nuclear proteins. This demon-
strates a distinct advantage of combining multivariate analyt-
ical fractionation strategies such as LOPIT with phenotype
discovery analysis. Rather than these nuclear proteins contam-
inating other sub-cellular fractions and being misclassified,
they form their own characteristic fractionation distribution,
which is then both detected and resolved from other pheno-
types in the analysis despite there being no a priori knowledge
of such an organelle and distribution being present in the
sample.
Distinct clusters of nuclear-associated contaminant proteins
were revealed in the Drosophila (Fig. 3B; phenotype 4) and Human
datasets (Fig. 3C; phenotypes 2, 4, 5 and 6). The phenotype
discovery analysis was able to identify a large cluster of proteins
with mixed nuclear-cytosol localisation (Fig. 3C; phenotype 2),
including nuclear export receptor exportin 2, mapmodulin,
and the human orthologue of serrate, all of which have been
previously observed to shuttle between the nuclear and cytosolic
compartments [62–64].
3.2.5. Protein families
Interestingly, some of the phenotype clusters identified corre-
spond to small clusters of proteins from the same family. For
example, in the Arabidopsis dataset we find phenotype 7 (Fig. 3A)
contains several members and putative members of the
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter families B and C. The
identification of these proteins gives additional information
about their sub-cellular localisation. ABC transporters are one of
the largest families of transmembrane proteins. These proteins
transport of various molecules across the cell membrane in an
ATP dependent manner. They are known to be localised in
many different organelles such as plasma membrane, mito-
chondria, chloroplasts, vacuolar membrane and peroxi-
somes. Although the plant genome encodes more than 130
ABC transporters, in Arabidopsis only 22 have been function-
ally analysed and thus there is still little known about many
ABC transporter sub-families [65].
The ABC transporters ABCB27 (TAP2), ABCC3 and ABCC8
are known to be localised to the vacuolar membrane [66–68]
and are found in a distinct cluster (Fig. 3A, phenotype 7).
Three other proteins were also found in this phenotype cluster;
a major facilitator family protein (At2g1660), a non-specific
phospholipase C protein (At3g03520) and a putative unchar-
acterised protein (At4g38350). The fact that phenotype 7 is found
distinct from the vacuole is interesting and implies that their
steady state is not entirely vacuolar which is suggestive of
involvement of these proteins in concerted recycling. Other ABC
transporter proteins identified in theArabidopsis dataset largely
localise to the plasma membrane or vacuole (Table 2). Interest-
ingly, some ABC transporters (ACBB6, ABCG36 and 14 and
ABCC14)which are annotated as plasmamembrane proteins do
not co-cluster with other proteins residing in this organelle.
This may reflect their dynamic nature and the fact that their
steady state localisation is influenced by their residence at
several sub-cellular locations.
Another small cluster in the Arabidopsis dataset; phenotype 3,
which contains predominantly ER localised proteins, lies be-
tween the two large clusters that comprise theER.Asdiscussed in
Section 3.1 if the ER markers are removed from the starting
labelled training data and then the dataset is resubmitted to
the phenoDisco analysis, two very distinct ER lumen and ER
membrane-associated protein clusters are uncovered and we
find phenotype 3 (Fig. 3A), which is enriched with cytochrome
P450 oxidases, is then merged with the ER membrane cluster.
This highlights not only the impact that the level of annotation
can have on cluster analysis, but also that the phenoDisco
algorithm has the capability to identify phenotypes within the
data with a level of intra-organellar resolution that surpasses
conventional annotation of protein subcellular localisation.
The biological relevance of protein groups identified via
phenotype discovery demonstrate that not all of the proteins in
eachdataset correspond toorganelles representedby the training
data used in previous applications of supervised classification
approaches. In this circumstance, it is obvious that proteins in
these newly-identified groups would be misclassified as a result
of a classifier trained on fewer organelle phenotypes failing to
incorporate a decision boundary that distinguishes them. These
observations suggest, therefore, the importance of identifying
and labelling as many organelle phenotypes as possible before
seeking to associate any proteinswithout organelle annotation. It
is also clear that many of the groups identified by phenotype
discovery comprise small numbers of protein profiles that may
not be suitable for inclusion by supervised classification. In turn,
this suggests the inclusion of a single, more generic data class
of small phenotypes. Proteins associated to this class within a
supervised classification framework would provide candidates
for further investigation (similar to the above) and would at least
avoid erroneous classification into one of the larger organelle
phenotypes obtained during initial data annotation.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we have addressed a key issue that hinders current
protein localisation prediction approaches in gradient-based MS
data. Current methods largely use supervised machine learning
algorithms to map profiles of relative protein abundance along
a gradient to known protein–organelle associations. Such ap-
proaches are highly likely to make association errors if the
training data does not include all sub-cellular compartments
present in the experimental data. Mining of such datasets is
laborious and can be difficult due to the lack of knownmarkers in
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databases and the literature. Here, we have presented an
adaptation of a published phenotype discovery algorithm [37]
which is used to identify putative organelle clusters in gradient-
based MS datasets and which appears highly effective in the
scenario presented.
Three different empirical datasets produced from LOPIT
[13,16] experiments were adopted in our investigation. A number
of organelles, sub-compartments and protein complexes were
identified, many of which were not known to be present in the
data prior to analysis and as such were not represented in the
original training datasets used previously for protein localisation
prediction experiments. A number of additional well-known
organelles, such as lysosomes and peroxisomes, were also
identified during this new analysis, alongside (1) putative
organelle sub-compartments, such as the trans-Golgi network,
(2) protein complexes, such as ribosomes and proteasomes, and
(3) small clusters of protein families, such as ABC transporters.
Furthermore, contaminant clusters that the experiments were
not designed to enrich for, such as nucleus and associated
sub-compartments, were identified in both Drosophila and
Human datasets, thereby highlighting the distinct advantages
of incorporating novelty detection analysis in gradient-based
MS strategies.
The phenotype discovery approach presented was carefully
validated through assessment of its ability to re-discover
known phenotype clusters when systematically deleted from
the training data. The protein content of new phenotype
clusters was examined extensively and localisation informa-
tionwas retrieved from online databases and the literature to
assess biological relevance. It is found that by employing an
organelle discovery approach, one is able to mine gradient-
based MS datasets at a deeper level and bring to light
interesting sub-cellular compartments and protein com-
plexes for more comprehensive validation.
When considering what the results obtained mean for
present analytical practice on this type of organelle proteomics
data, it is clear that failure to extract all organelle classes
present in the data leads supervised classification methods to
train on a limited set of organelle phenotypes beyond which
unannotatedproteinsmaynot be associated. Thiswill obviously
lead to erroneous organelle associations. Accordingly, the results
suggest a substantial benefit to employing an organelle discovery
approach prior to the application of standard supervised
classification approaches. Moreover, thismay be expanded to
suggest the inclusion of data structure prior to or during the
creation of protein–organelle classifiers on sub-cellular fraction-
ation based data, and the explicit application of semi-supervised
machine learning approaches in order to do so.
In this regard, although protein localisation prediction
from these data has to date been limited to supervised
learning methods, the prediction of protein localisation from
amino acid sequence is a mature field and a wide variety of
classification approaches have been employed that make use
of supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. A
comprehensive recent review [7] outlines the extensive appli-
cation ofmachine learning to sequence data to predict protein–
organelle associations, and semi-supervised learning has been
applied to organelle discovery from sequence-based represen-
tation [69,70]. With the growing amount of data produced
from gradient-based experiments coupled with the limited
labelled training data available in the literature and associ-
ated databases, the results presented here suggest that
similar semi-supervised approaches represent an interest-
ing direction for future work in the computational association
of proteins to organelles from organelle proteomics data.
In summary, phenotype discovery analysis applied to sub-
cellular localisation data has revealed a number of interest-
ing new phenotype clusters which represent organelles,
organellar sub-compartments, protein complexes and pro-
tein families within the datasets examined. The algorithm
applied was able to identify both large and small organelle-
related protein clusters beyond those sufficiently annotated
for use as training data in present supervised classification
approaches to protein–organelle association. Some of the
small phenotype clusters, many of which are too small to be
used as training data for generalisable machine learning
solutions, present candidates for more comprehensive vali-
dation. Rather than present an alternative to supervised
Table 2 – ABC transporter proteins detected in the Arabidopsis callus LOPIT dataset [13].
TAIR locus [41] Protein name PhenoDisco localisation Localisation [65]
At5g58270 ABC transporter B family member 25, mitochondrial Mitochondria Mitochondria
At3g13080 ABC transporter C family member 3 (ABCC3) Phenotype 7 Vacuole
At3g21250 ABC transporter C family member 8 (ABCC8) Phenotype 7 Vacuole
At5g39040 ABC transporter B family member 27 (TAP2) Phenotype 7 Vacuole
At1g02520 ABC transporter B family member 4 (ABCB4) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At1g15210 ABC transporter G family member 35 (ABCG35) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At2g36380 ABC transporter G family member 34 (ABCG34) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At2g36910 ABC transporter B family member 1 (ABCB1) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At2g47000 ABC transporter B family member 4 (ABCB4) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At3g53480 ABC transporter G family member 37 (ABCG37) Plasma membrane Plasma membrane
At1g59870 ABC transporter G family member 36 (ABCG36) Unknown Plasma membrane
At2g39480 ABC transporter B family member 6 (ABCB6) Unknown Plasma membrane
At2g47800 ABC transporter C family member 4 (ABCC4) Unknown Vacuole
At3g28860 ABC transporter B family member 19 (ABCB19) Unknown Plasma membrane
At3g62700 ABC transporter C family member 14 (ABCC14) Unknown Vacuole
At1g04120 ABC transporter C family member 5 (ABCC5) Vacuole Vacuole
At1g30400 ABC transporter C family member 1 (ABCC1) Vacuole Vacuole
At2g34660 ABC transporter C family member 2 (ABCC2) Vacuole Vacuole
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classification approaches, however, the method presented
enables deeper mining of such datasets post-annotation but
prior to predictive organelle association, and extracts inter-
esting phenotype clusters for subsequent analysis or more
comprehensive evaluation in an unbiased fashion. The
phenotype discovery algorithm is implemented in the R
programming language and is readily available, along with
state-of-the-art supervised machine learning procedures
and example datasets, in the Bioconductor [45] pRoloc
(http://bioconductor.org/packages/devel/bioc/html/pRoloc.
html) and pRolocdata (http://bioconductor.org/packages/devel/
data/experiment/html/pRolocdata.html) packages. Finally, the
results obtained suggest the future application of semi-
supervised machine learning approaches to similar gradient-
based localisation datasets, in order to incorporate similarities
identified amongst un-annotated protein profiles prior to or
during construction of organelle-based classifiers.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jprot.2013.02.019.
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